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The Ghost Rider Jun 30 2022 An old woman is awoken in the
dead of night by knocks at her front door. The woman opens it
to find her daughter, Doruntine, standing there alone in the
darkness. She has been brought home from a distant land by a
mysterious rider she claims is her brother Konstandin. But
unbeknownst to her, Konstandin has been dead for years. What

follows is chain of events which plunges a medieval village into
fear and mistrust. Who is the ghost rider?
Unburnable Jun 06 2020 Haunted by scandal and secrets, Lillian
Baptiste fled Dominica when she was fourteen after discovering
she was the daughter of Iris, the half-crazy woman whose life
was told of in chanté mas songs sung during Carnival—songs
about a village on a mountaintop littered with secrets,
masquerades that supposedly fly and wreak havoc, and a man
who suddenly and mysteriously dropped dead. After twenty
years away, Lillian returns to her native island to face the
demons of her past—and with the help of Teddy, a man who has
loved her for many years, she may yet find a way to heal. Set in
both contemporary Washington, D.C., and post-World War II
Dominica, Unburnable weaves together West Indian history,
African culture, and American sensibilities. Richly textured and
lushly rendered, Unburnable showcases a welcome and assured
new voice.
Bibliografi e kritikës letrare shqiptare, 1944-1974 Apr 28
2022
The Night of the Rambler Apr 16 2021 This tale of a littleknown revolt in the Caribbean is “part literary thriller, part
revolutionary study, part epic historical narrative”(Joe Meno,
author of The Boy Detective Fails). A sympathetic and often
humorous account of an obscure episode in the history of the
remote island of Anguilla, in the northeast Caribbean, The Night
of the Rambler revolves around a haphazard attempt by a dozen
or so locals to invade neighboring St. Kitts, in an effort to topple
the government of the recently established Associated State of
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla. Ostensibly, the action maps the fifteen
hours that lapse between the moment when the “rebels” board
The Rambler, the thirty-five-foot motorboat that will take them
across the strait to St. Kitts, and the break of dawn the following

day, when it becomes obvious that the unaccomplished mission
will have to be aborted. The novel is at turns highly dramatic
and hilarious, all the while bringing deep honesty to the oftenunexamined righteousness of revolution. “Colorful detours into
native lore, such as a rich Dutchman’s fabled courtship of a local
beauty, strike grace notes that echo Marquez. . . . Readers . . .
will be rewarded with the little-known tale of how the underdog
country demanded its own place in the 20th century.”
—Publishers Weekly “This is a book about revolution and the
underdog, about a small, isolated island fighting for recognition,
opportunity and justice; it is a compelling tale about a curious
historical episode, but also a vital look at priorities, perspective
and the right to live in dignity, issues that, much like Anguilla’s
rebellion of 1967, are all too easily forgotten.” —The Island
Review “This is a fine novel, a surprising novel, perhaps the first
true novel I have read about the nature of revolutions. The Night
of the Rambler is ambitious, smart, and successful. It raises all
sorts of questions about what revolutions want, how revolutions
fail, and why revolutions are necessary—challenging all the
while how history remembers them.” —Percival Everett, author
of Erasure
Broken April May 18 2021 From the moment that Gjorg's
brother is killed by a neighbour, his own life is forfeit: for the
code of Kanun requires Gjorg to kill his brother's murderer and
then in turn be hunted down. After shooting his brother's killer,
young Gjorg is entitled to thirty days' grace - not enough to see
out the month of April. Then a visiting honeymoon couple cross
the path of the fugitive. The bride's heart goes out to Gjorg, and
even these 'civilised' strangers from the city risk becoming
embroiled in the fatal mechanism of vendetta.
The Teacher of Cheops Aug 09 2020 Winner of the NESTOR
LUJÁN HISTORICAL NOVEL PRIZE."I was nervous about

this book. Finding a good novel in translation from the tiny state
of Andorra, nestling in the Pyrenees between Spain and France,
was always going to be tricky... I was in for a pleasant surprise...
Salvadó has certainly done his homework: the book is
painstakingly researched... By and large, the level of detail and
historical knowledge is well-handled... The text itself felt
professional and slick... this is a highly readable light novel...
powerful flashes of insight into human greed, pride and
ambition..." (ANN MORGAN, Andorra: Buried treasure, A
Year of Reading the Word,
http://ayearofreadingtheworld.com/2012/02/22/andorra-buriedtreasure/, London, february 22, 2012)This is the history of the
time of Pharaoh Snefru and Queen Hetepheres, the parents of
Cheops, who built the largest and most impressive pyramid of
all. It is also the story of Sedum, a slave who became Cheops'
teacher, the high priest Ramosi, and how the first pyramid came
to be built.Sebekhotep, the great wise man of that time, said,
"Everything is written in the stars. Most of us live our lives
unaware of it. Some can read the stars and see their destiny. But
very few people learn to write in the stars and change their
destiny."Ramosi and Sedum learned to write in them and tried to
change their destinies, but fortune treated them very differently.
This is a tale of the confrontation between two men's
intelligence: one fighting for power, the other struggling for
freedom. Other critics' opinions:“It is a long time since a prize
was so justly awarded. THE TEACHER OF CHEOPS deserves
every honour... An intrigue that develops at a good pace without
causing anxiety... A restrained and inspired piece of writing; an
outstanding, intelligent and well-constructed novel.” (RAMÓN
VENTURA, El Periódico)“Salvadó develops the mystery with
great skill in his novel.” (JACINTO ANTÓN, El País)“Salvadó
presents a story about power and knowledge through a fast-

paced plot combining intrigue, love, mystery, murder and
adventure.” (ROSA Mª PIÑOL, La Vanguardia)“Albert Salvadó
displays seasoned writing skill in this novel... A very wellorganised plot... A straightforward, effective style that is a
pleasure to read... He achieves accuracy in his writing.”
(IGNASI ARAGAY, Avui)
Jeta e re Aug 01 2022
The Last Confession Jan 02 2020 This rich and intense novel is a
tribute to Giordano Bruno, a brilliant Dominican monk who was
burned at the stake for heresy in 1600. Published posthumously,
it is a tribute to Morris West himself, a man of great compassion
who always held firm against those in his church who used
doctrine and dogma to oppress others. One of the most famous
victims of the Holy Office of the Inquisition was the brilliant
Dominican monk Giordano Bruno, burnt at the stake for heresy
in 1600. Morris West recreates a diary of Bruno's intimate
thoughts as he languishes in Rome's worst prison for seven
years. Bruno's reflections and frank memories of his life reveal
him to be both a fine thinker and a flawed priest-and a man
willing to pay the highest price to be true to himself. The Last
Confession was West's final novel, published posthumously.
Written with passion and compassion, this is a voice that
mesmerises from the start. 'A book suffused by the expectation
of death and the necessity of love as the sole viable riposte to it.'
From the foreword by Tom Keneally '[The Last Confession]
brings to life a man who died rather than recant his beliefs.'
Booklist Online 'Thanks to the author's talent for suspense, the
reader awaits Bruno's fate on tenterhooks.' Library Journal
The Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching Sep 29 2019
IT is a remarkable fact, and much to be regretted, that none of
the works of St Irenæus, the greatest theologian of the second
century, have come down to us in the language in which they

were written. Of his chief work, the five books Against Heresies,
we have a very early Latin translation, and a few fragments of
the original Greek preserved through quotation by other writers.
The work now before us, The Demonstration of the Apostolic
Preaching, has recently been found in an Armenian translation,
and no portion of it seems to have survived in any other
language. Aeterna Press
The Pyramid Nov 11 2020 Egypt in the twenty-sixth century
BC. The young pharaoh Cheops wants to forgo the construction
of a pyramid in his honor, but his court sages hasten to persuade
him otherwise. The pyramid, they tell him, is not a tomb but a
paradox, designed to appease the masses by oppressing them. It
is a symbol of nothing, a useless and infinite project designed to
waste the country’s wealth and keep security and prosperity,
ever the fonts of sedition, constantly at bay. And so the greatest
pyramid in the world has ever seen begins to rise. Rumors
multiply. A secret police is formed. Conspiracies—real and
imagined—swirl around the rising edifice. The most drastic
purges follow. By the time the first stone is laid, Cheops’s
subjects are terrified enough to yield to his most murderous
whims. Each time one of the massive stones is hoisted into
place, dozens of men are crushed, and there are tens of
thousands of stones. . . .
Bibliografija Jugoslavije Jan 26 2022
Untersuchungen zur Gegenwartskunde Südosteuropas Dec 25
2021
Historical Dictionary of Kosova Nov 04 2022 Historical
Dictionary of Kosova presents the region in a broader
framework, focusing not only on the many issues that are still
worthy of attention, but also on its rich culture and long history.
A European country of more than two million people, it is a land
of poets and writers, painters and sculptors, scholars and artists.

Its features include finely ornamented Ottoman mosques and old
Orthodox churches and monasteries, oriental bazaars,
battlefields, and breathtaking landscapes. Kosova is also a
country with substantial natural resources and a young and
optimistic population intent on keeping its homeland free and, at
the same time, making it an integral part of Europe. In this
dictionary, readers can find more than 370 entries that profile
historical and contemporary public figures and political leaders,
as well as individuals who have made notable contributions to
the arts and scholarship. The entries are complemented by an
introductory essay, chronology, and extensive bibliography. A
large portion of the material in this dictionary has never
appeared in English, enabling readers of all levels to discover
new information and making Kosova much more accessible.
In a Land Far from Home Sep 09 2020 An intrepid traveller and
a true cosmopolitan, the legendary Bengali writer Syed Mujtaba
Ali from Sylhet (in erstwhile East Bengal, now Bangladesh)
spent a year and a half teaching in Kabul from 1927 to 1929.
Drawing on this experience, he later wrote Deshe Bideshe which
was published in 1948. Ali's young mind was curious to explore
the Afghan society of the time and, with his impressive language
skills, he had access to a cross-section of Kabul's population,
whose ideas and experiences he chronicles with a keen eye and a
wicked sense of humour. His account provides a fascinating
first-hand insight into events at a critical point in Afghanistan's
history, when the reformist King Amanullah tried to steer his
country towards modernity by encouraging education for girls
and giving them the choice of removing the burqa. Branded a
'kafir', Amanullah was overthrown by the bandit leader Bacha-eSaqao. Deshe Bideshe is the only published eyewitness account
of that tumultuous period by a non-Afghan, brought to life by
the contact that Ali enjoyed with a colourful cast of characters at

all levels of society-from the garrulous Pathan Dost Muhammed
and the gentle Russian giant Bolshov, to his servant, Abdur
Rahman and his partner in tennis, the Crown Prince Enayatullah.
If You Dare Mar 04 2020 In this first book of a thrilling new
trilogy, Cole introduces the MacCarrickbrothers, three fierce
Scots with dangerous lives, dark desires, and a deadlycurse.
Original.
The General of the Dead Army Oct 23 2021 The General of the
Dead Army is a moving and timely meditation on war and its
consequences by the winner of the inaugural Man Booker
International Prize, available again in paperback. Twenty years
after World War II, an Italian general—armed with maps,
measurements, and dental records—is sent to Albania to recover
the remains of his country’s fallen soldiers. A quarrelsome priest
joins him, and in rain and sleet they dig up the Albanian
countryside—once a battlefield, now a graveyard—checking
teeth and dog tags, assembling a dead army in pine-box
uniforms. In addition to the brutal weather, they also battle the
hostility of the Albanians working for them. This may be an
errand of mercy for the general, but the chance to humiliate their
one-time conquerors offers the Albanians a welcome vengeance.
Fighting the hopelessness of his undertaking, the general finds
his movements shadowed by a German general on the same
gruesome mission for his own country. In a terrible crescendo at
a wedding, the Italian general must answer for the crimes of his
country and all countries that have invaded this land of eagles,
seeking to destroy its people. Enthralling and poignant, The
General of the Dead Army is an elegy for the young people of
every country who are sent abroad to die in battle.
Südosteuropa-Handbuch Sep 02 2022
The File on H. Mar 16 2021 In the mid-1930s, two Irish
Americans travel to the Albanian highlands with an early model

of a marvelous invention, the tape recorder. Their mission? To
discover how Homer could have composed works as brilliant
and as long as The Iliad and The Odyssey without ever putting
pen to paper. The answer, they believe, can be found only in
Albania, the last remaining habitat of the oral epic. But
immediately upon their arrival, the scholars’ seemingly arcane
research excites suspicion and puts them at the center of ethnic
strife in the Balkans. Mistaken for foreign spies, they are placed
under surveillance and are dogged by gossip and intrigue. It isn’t
until a fierce-eyed monk from the Serbian side of the mountains
makes his appearance that the scholars glimpse the full political
import of their search for the key to the Homeric question.
The Siege Aug 21 2021 From Ismail Kadare, winner of the
inaugural Man Booker International Prize – a novelist in the
class of Coetzee, Pamuk, Márquez, and Rushdie – the stunning
new translation of one of his major works. In the early fifteenth
century, as winter falls away, the people of Albania know that
their fate is sealed. They have refused to negotiate with the
Ottoman Empire, and war is now inevitable. Soon enough, dust
kicked up by Turkish horses is spotted from a citadel. Brightly
coloured banners, hastily constructed minarets, and tens of
thousands of men fill the plain below. From this moment on, the
world is waiting to hear that the fortress has fallen. The Siege
tells the enthralling story of the weeks and months that follow –
of the exhilaration and despair of the battlefield, the constantly
shifting strategies of war, and those whose lives are held in the
balance, from the Pasha himself to the artillerymen, astrologer,
blind poet, and harem of women who accompany him. "Believe
me," the general said. "I’ve taken part in many sieges but this,"
he waved towards the castle walls, "is where the most fearful
carnage of our times will take place. And you surely know as
well as I do that great massacres always give birth to great

books. You really do have an opportunity to write a thundering
chronicle redolent with pitch and blood, and it will be utterly
different from the graceful whines composed at the fireside by
squealers who never went to war." Brilliantly vivid, as insightful
as it is compelling, The Siege is an unforgettable account of the
clash of two great civilisations, and a portrait of war that will
resonate across the centuries.
Cultural Amnesia Jul 28 2019 In this book can be heard the
merest edge of an enormous conversation. As they never were in
life, we can imagine the speakers all gathered in some vast
room, wearing name tags in case they don’t recognize each other
(although some recognize each other all too well, and avoid
contact). My heroes and heroines are here. An almanac
combining a comprehensive survey of modern culture with an
annotated index of who-was-who and what-was-what, Cultural
Amnesia is Clive James’s unique take on the places and the
faces that shaped the twentieth-century. From Anna Akhmatova
to Stefan Zweig, via Charles de Gaulle, Hitler, Thomas Mann
and Wittgenstein, this varied and unfailingly absorbing book is
both story and history, both public memoir and personal record –
and provides an essential field-guide to the vast movements of
taste, intellect, politics and delusion that helped to prepare the
times we live in now.
Wongi Wongi Dec 13 2020 Western Australian history ranchers, Aborigines, childhood, youth.
Tregime të sotme shqiptare Feb 24 2022
Teaching Translation Jun 18 2021 Over the past half century,
translation studies has emerged decisively as an academic field
around the world, and in recent years the number of academic
institutions offering instruction in translation has risen along
with an increased demand for translators, interpreters and
translator trainers. Teaching Translation is the most

comprehensive and theoretically informed overview of current
translation teaching. Contributions from leading figures in
translation studies are preceded by a substantial introduction by
Lawrence Venuti, in which he presents a view of translation as
the ultimate humanistic task – an interpretive act that varies the
form, meaning, and effect of the source text. 26 incisive chapters
are divided into four parts, covering: certificate and degree
programs teaching translation practices studying translation
theory, history, and practice surveys of translation pedagogies
and key textbooks The chapters describe long-standing programs
and courses in the US, Canada, the UK, and Spain, and each one
presents an exemplary model for teaching that can be replicated
or adapted in other institutions. Each contributor responds to
fundamental questions at the core of any translation course – for
example, how is translation defined? What qualifies students for
admission to the course? What impact does the institutional site
have upon the course or pedagogy? Teaching Translation will be
relevant for all those working and teaching in the areas of
translation and translation studies. Additional resources for
Translation and Interpreting Studies are available on the
Routledge Translation Studies Portal.
The Basque Swallow Oct 11 2020 The Basque Swallow by
Leigh Daniels released on May 24, 1991 is available now for
purchase.
Where I See the Sun Feb 12 2021 Poetry. African & African
American Studies. WHERE I SEE THE SUN –
CONTEMPORARY POETRY IN ANGUILLA gathers a
bounteous bunch of voices, 43 poets intent on entering the choir
that would intone a new song for Anguilla, carved out of its
history, its politics, its heritage, its dreams and aspirations. Their
names may ring hollow to many a literary critic or student of
Caribbean Literature, (with the exception, perhaps, of the

venerable Bankie Banks, a true musical legend who has stuck to
his Anguilla roots through thick and thin), but the important
thing is that they now will be heard throughout the region and
beyond and the story they tell, a reminder that size really doesn't
matter when it comes to human experience and existence or for
that matter where it concerns creative output.
Historical Dictionary of Kosovo Oct 03 2022 This second
edition of the Historical Dictionary of Kosovo relates the history
of Kosovo through a chronology, an introductory essay, an
extensive bibliography, and over 400 cross-referenced dictionary
entries on significant persons, places, and events; institutions
and organizations; and political, economic, social, cultural, and
religious facets. This book is an excellent access point for
students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about
Kosovo.
Remembering Babylon Aug 28 2019
Kritika letrare May 30 2022
Fausto Apr 04 2020 La obra de Estanislao del Campo en una
edición bilingue, que presenta en las páginas pares la obra en el
lenguaje original de la época y, en las impares, la
traducción/intervención del texto, para llevarlo al español
contemporáneo. La edición está ilustrada con dibujos que
recrean los que hiciera Florencio Molina Campos para una de las
ediciones más famosas de esta obra.
Chronicle in Stone Sep 21 2021 Masterful in its simplicity,
Chronicle in Stone is a touching coming-of-age story and a
testament to the perseverance of the human spirit. Surrounded
by the magic of beautiful women and literature, a boy must
endure the deprivations of war as he suffers the hardships of
growing up. His sleepy country has just thrown off centuries of
tyranny, but new waves of domination inundate his city.
Through the boy’s eyes, we see the terrors of World War II as he

witnesses fascist invasions, allied bombings, partisan infighting,
and the many faces of human cruelty—as well as the simple
pleasures of life. Evacuating to the countryside, he expects to
find an ideal world full of extraordinary things, but discovers
instead an archaic backwater where a severed arm becomes a
talisman and deflowered girls mysteriously vanish. Woven
between the chapters of the boy’s story are tantalizing fragments
of the city’s history. As the devastation mounts, the fragments
lose coherence, and we perceive firsthand how the violence of
war destroys more than just buildings and bridges.
Finding My Way in a Strange Land Dec 01 2019 Finding My
Way in a Strange Land, by Whitman T. Browne and John E.
Brooks, is a story of humble beginnings in the West Indies,
followed by a determination leading to growth, all-round
development, unusual success, as Brooks responded to the
challenges of finding a home in a foreign land.
A History of Antigua Jul 08 2020 First comprehensive history of
Antigua to be written since the middle of the 19th century.
The Tongue's Blood Does Not Run Dry Oct 30 2019 What
happens when catastrophe becomes an everyday occurrence?
Each of the seven stories in Assia Djebar’s The Tongue’s Blood
Does Not Run Dry reaches into the void where normal and
impossible realities coexist. All the stories were written in 1995
and 1996—a time when, by official accounts, some two hundred
thousand Algerians were killed in Islamist assassinations and
government army reprisals. Each story grew from a real
conversation on the streets of Paris between the author and
fellow Algerians about what was happening in their native land.
Contemporary events are joined on the page by classical themes
in Arab literature, whether in the form of Berber texts sung by
the women of the Mzab or the tales from The Book of One
Thousand and One Nights. The Tongue’s Blood Does Not Run

Dry beautifully explores the conflicting realities of the role of
women in the Arab world. With renowned and unparalleled
skill, Assia Djebar gives voice to her longing for a world she has
put behind her.
Jugoslovenska retrospektivna bibliografska grada Nov 23 2021
The Three-Arched Bridge Jul 20 2021 In the Balkan Peninsula,
history’s long-disputed bridge between Asia and Europe, the
receding Byzantine empire has left behind a patchwork of
warring peoples who fight over everything, from their pastures
of sheep to the authorship of their countless legends. One such
gruesome tale declares that a castle under construction cannot be
finished until a young mason’s bride has been walled up alive,
one breast left exposed to suckle her growing infant even after
her death. Myth becomes perverse reality when a mason is
plastered into a bridge over a strategically important river, where
his will not be the last human sacrifice.
On the Way Back Jan 14 2021 A British businessman woos a
Caribbean woman—and her disapproving family—in this
“engrossing novel” (Insight). Nathaniel Jones, a middle-aged
businessman from England, travels to the Caribbean island of
Anguilla to spend a fortnight on holiday—and finds himself
captivated by a brilliant and beautiful member of the local
community, Sheila Rawlingson. After a secret, intense hundredday courtship, Nathaniel proposes to Sheila, whose agreement to
marry this white man is seen as a betrayal by her family and
fellow Anguillans. Recognizing the value Anguillan society
places on economic projects, Nathaniel attempts to set up an
airline business to gain the support and favor of the
Rawlingsons. He sends for his son, Dragon, to travel to Anguilla
and cofound Dragon Wings, the nation’s first commercial
airline. Nathaniel, Dragon, and Sheila turn to her uncle for
financial backing. But Sheila’s uncle will do his best to foil

Nathaniel’s best-laid plans at every turn . . . “There is something
for every reader in this engrossing novel depicting the
complexities of inner and outer Caribbean and Latin lives—from
the seemingly placid but often privately turbulent world of a
small island such as Anguilla to the overwhelming large urban
chaos of Caracas, Venezuela—and in its observation of the
inevitable connection between public and private spheres. On
the Way Back delves fearlessly into the mind and spirit of its
main characters with authenticity, humor and an understated
compassion but does not flinch in observing human flaws and
the death of dreams that result when deep-rooted attitudes
prevail.” —Insight
Stradbroke Dreamtime Feb 01 2020 A new edition of this
classic title.
Dictionary of Albanian Literature Mar 28 2022 "...A reliable
and accurate dictionary of a neglected and little translated
literature..." Choice
Mouthspeeches May 06 2020 Mouthpeeches is a
dictionary/collection of Anguillian words, proverbs and idioms
and other historical language spoken especially among past
generations and in modern society. It is an excellent educational
resource for the student and lover of Caribbean history.
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